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Defect-induced nonpolar-to-polar transition at the surface of chalcopyrite semiconductors
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In zinc-blende semiconductors, thenonpolar~110! surface is more stable than all polar surfaces because the
formation of the latter requires the creation of charge-neutralizing but energetically costly surface reconstruc-
tion. Our first-principles calculations on CuInSe2 reveal this in the double-zinc-blende~chalcopyrite! structure,

the defect-induced reconstructions make the~112!-cation plus (1̄1̄2̄)-anion polar facets lower in energy than
the nonpolar~110! plane, despite the resulting increased surface area. We show that this spontaneous facetting
results from the remarkable stability of surface defects~Cu vacancy, Cu-on-In antisite! in chalcopyrites, and
explains the hitherto puzzling formation of polar microfacets when one attempts to grow epitaxialloy a non-
polar chalcopyrite surface.
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Chemisorption, catalysis, film growth, and carrier tran
port on the surfaces of compound semiconductors~GaAs,
InP, ZnSe,...,! depend on the atomic structure of th
surface.1–4 Covalently bonded semiconductor surfaces f
into two basic types: nonpolar and polar. In nonpolar zin
blende surfaces such as~110! there are equal numbers o
cations and anions on the surface, so it is charge neu
Such surfaces do not reconstruct, exhibiting instead o
small local atomic displacements and orbital rehybridizat
with respect to the ideal terminated bulk crystal.5,6 In con-
trast, polar surfaces such as zinc-blend~001! or ~111! exhibit
a nominal charge imbalance7,8 due to deviations at the sur
face from the atomic stoichiometry characterizing the und
lying bulk solid. This nonzero surface charge density wo
lead to an ‘‘electrostatic catastrophe,’’9 i.e., to a divergence
of the surface energy. In actuality, semiconductors with po
surfaces avoid this situation by neutralizing their polar s
face charge via the creation of reconstruction patterns1,2 in-
volving the formation of surface defects.8–10 For example,
many anion-terminated zinc-blende~001! and~111! surfaces
undergo a (234)- or (232)-ordered vacancy reconstructio
whereby every fourth surface site becomes vacant. W
such massive atomic rearrangements do create the ne
surface charge neutrality, they are significantly costly in
ergy, as covalently bonded structures are usually resista
vacancy formation. Consequently, in all zinc-blende se
conductors investigated, the~110! surface is usually the low
est in energy and is always stable against the formation
polar facets.1–3,11 Indeed,~110! is the natural cleavage plan
of such materials, whereas technological utilization of po
~001! or ~111! surfaces requires artificial cutting of th
samples. The stability of the zinc-blende~110! surface rela-
tive to any combination of ideal or reconstructed polar s
faces is also found in first-principles calculations,11 as illus-
trated in Fig. 1~a! for GaAs: We see that the energy of th
~110! surface~per area equivalent to that of the polar su
faces! is at least;2 eV lower than the energy of polar su
faces. The greater intrinsic stability of nonpolar vs. po
surfaces of fourfold-coordinated semiconductors has imp
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tant implications for facetting chemisorption,4 catalysis,4 and
film growth, e.g., the preferred surface for film growth1 on a
substrate is the more reactive~001! face, whereas the lower
energy~110! surface leads to poor film growth due to th
ease of forming antisite bonds. Thus understanding and c
trolling the relative stability of polar vs. nonpolar faces cou
be important in semiconductor material science. Could
polar vs. nonpolar surface stability be reversed in syste
where charge-neutralizing defects are easily formed? In
respect an interesting family of candidate semiconductors
the AIBIIIX2

VI chalcopyrites12,13 with AI5Cu,Ag
BIII 5Al,Ga,In, andXVI5S,Se,Te. Just like the II-VI or III-V
binary zinc-blende semiconductors, chalcopyrites semic
ductors are fourfold-coordinated adamantine structures,12 ex-
cept that instead of having a single-cation-type II-VIs~e.g.,
ZnZnSe2!, chalcopyrites have two cation types from th
neighboring columns in the Periodic Table~e.g., CuGaSe2!.
This generalization of the binary zinc-blende structure—
availability of two, rather than one type of metal atom—
leads in chalcopyrites to easily formed defects.14 For ex-
ample, Cu vacancy is nearly exothermic as is the comp
between two negatively charged Cu vacancies (2VCu) and
positively charged In-on-Cu antisite (InCu) in CuInSe2. How
would the greater propensity for defect formation affect t
polar vs. nonpolar surface stability? It turns out that wh
there are calculations onbulk defects14 in chalcopyrites, as
well as a calculation on defect-freeideal chalcopyrite
surface,15 no calculations are available on surface defects
chalcopyrite semiconductors. We performed such pseudo
tential LDA calculations, finding that the polar surface
CuInSe2 is considerably more stable than the nonpolar s
face, thus reversing the commonly accepted order of stab
in binary semiconductors.1–4 We predict the polar~112! sur-
face to be stabilized by Cu vacancies (VCu) in Cu-poor con-
ditions, and by Cu-on-In antisite defects CuIn in In-poor con-
ditions, (1̄1̄2̄) is stabilized by subsurface InCu. This explains
the hitherto puzzling spontaneous formation of microfac
of polar surfaces when one attempts to grow a nonpolar c
copyrite surface.16
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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Geometry: In CuInSe2~CIS! the nonpolar~110! surface
@also called~220!# has zigzag chains of atoms Cu-Se-I
Se,..., each atom having two surface bonds, one dang
bond into the vacuum, and one back bond pointing to
second atomic layer. In the limit of identical cations, th
surface reverts to zinc-blende~110!. In contrast, the ideal-
cation ~112! and (1̄1̄2̄)-anion polar surfaces of CIS hav
four threefold-coordinated terminal atoms per rectangu
primitive surface unit cell. In the limit of identical cation
this would revert to a perfect triangular 2D lattice with o
atom per cell at each~111! and (1̄1̄1̄) surface. Figure 2
shows the geometrical relation between polar~110! and non-
polar ~112! and (112̄) @crystallographically equivalent to
(1̄1̄2̄)# faces. The latter makes angles of about 35° with
substrate plane and 109° with each other. The formation
these ridges increases the surface area over a~110! planar
surface by a factor of @11c2/(8a2)#1/25sec(35.4°)
51.227, wherea andc are the chalcopyrite lattice constant

FIG. 1. Surface formation energies vs chemical potential
equivalent slab-supercells of GaAs~Ref. 11! and CuInSe2 ~present
work!. Each curve corresponds to a particular combination
ordered-defect reconstructions on the top and bottom; where
the anion or cation reconstruction is indicated, the opposite fac
defect-free. The competing energy of the nonpolar~110! surface is
also indicated, and corresponds to an area of~110! that would lie
underneath the facets that terminate the polar cell, in the s
shown in Fig. 2. The three ‘‘defect free’’ lines in~b! correspond to
different gap corrections~see text!.
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Method: We performed bulk and slab-supercell surfa
total energy calculations on CIS using the local dens
approximation17 ~LDA ! and the ultrasoft-pseudopotential18

plane-wave total energy method,19 as implemented by the
VASP code.20 Since charge transfer can create a metallic s
at polar surfaces, Fermi surface smearing21 was used for ac-
curatek-space integration. Relatively high precision settin
were used, with a target accuracy22 in the total energy of
about 1 meV/atom in bulk calculations and 10 meV per s
face atom for surface energies. We obtained bulk CIS lat
constants a55.693 Å and c511.441 Å, a ratio c/a
52.0097, and anion sublattice parameter13 u50.2173. These
lattice constants are about 1.5% smaller than
experimental13 values a55.784 Å andc511.616 Å, as is
typical for the LDA, while the dimensionless numbers a
very close to experiment~c/a52.0083 and23 u50.224!.
Since we are considering reconstructions that change the
tem’s chemical composition, we compared the surface
mation energies in a grand canonical formulation. Defin
the chemical potential for each element relative to its p
bulk phase, and settingmSe50 ~since we do not consider S
vacancies!, we write the surface formation energy for on
unit cell of our polar slab as

DH f5DE1nCumCu1nInm In , ~1!

where

DE5Esurface2NEbulk1nCuEbulk~Cu!1nInEbulk~In!. ~2!

HereEsurfaceis the total energy of the surface-containing s
percell, andNEbulk is the energy of an equivalent amount
bulk CIS. nCu and nIn are the numbers of Cu and In atom
removedfrom the ideal unit cell to create the defects, if an
their respective values are21 and11 for the CuIn cell, and
12 and 0 for the 2VCu cell. When we substitute the appro
priate computed bulk and surface energies, we obtain

2VCu: DH f53.78 eV12mCu,

CuIn: DH f54.55 eV2mCu1m In , ~3!

Defect-free: DH f55.2– 7.2 eV.
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FIG. 2. Side view of prism-shaped ridge covering the mac
scopic~110! nonpolar plane of CuInSe2, bounded by facets of the
cation-terminated~112! surface and its Se-terminated counterpar
4-2
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The range of values for the defect-free slab reflects poss
effects of LDA band-gap errors: A polar slab depolariz
itself by moving valence charges from the anion surface i
conduction bands associated with the cation surface, and
energy cost of doing this should scale with the band gap. O
possible correction for this would be to increase the super
energy by the number of electrons transferred~two! times the
difference between the computed and experimental b
gaps, giving about 2 eV. For a second estimate, we calcul

the ideal energies of the~110! and (111)/(1̄1̄1̄) surfaces of
several zinc-blende II-VI semiconductors, extracted a co
ponent of the polar-nonpolar surface energy difference
scaled with the LDA band gap, then rescaled this compon
by shifting the gap to its experimental value, yielding a c
rection of about 1 eV in CIS. These error estimates w
included in our results below.

The Nonpolar (110) Surface ofCuInSe2: We used a
five-layer slab in which the top three atomic layers we
allowed to relax and the bottom two were held fixed, w
the number of vacuum layers equal to the number of oc
pied layers. Test calculations on thicker slabs showed o
negligible changes in surface energy. We find that when fu
relaxed, the CIS~110! surface assumed a structure typical
nonpolar surfaces in zinc-blende compou
semiconductors:5,6 The top layer developed a large bond r
tation in which the surface cations sank into the slab and
anions rose outwards. We generalized the usual coordin
used to define such relaxations5 by defining separate rotatio
angles for the two distinct surface cations with respect to
average position of the two surface anions, obtainingvCu

536.1° andv In538.7°. These surface rotation angles a
larger than in typical II-VI and III-V compounds (25°,v
,33°) and approach those seen in experimental studie
the CuCl ~110! surface ~41.3° and 44.1°, respectively.!24

These large rotation angles reflect the greater ionic chara
in CIS relative to the III-Vs and II-VIs. Bonds in the secon
atomic layer of the CIS~110! slab rotate by about26° while
those in the third layer rotate from the plane of the slab
less than 1°. The surface layer bonds contracted by an a
age of about 2.5% on relaxation. The unrelaxed and fu
relaxed surface energies are 0.617 and 0.376 eV per ave
surface atom, or 0.859 and 0.523 J/m2, respectively.

The Cation-Terminated (112) and Anion-Terminated (11̄̄2̄)
Polar Surfaces ofCuInSe2: Each slab supercell has
cation-terminated~top! ~112! face, and an anion-terminate
(1̄1̄2̄) ~bottom! face. For the anion-terminated (11̄̄2̄) bottom
face we consider only the defect-free,p-type metallic case.
For the top~112! face we consider the point defects that ha
been previously identified14 in bulk CIS which can neutralize
this surface:~i! the CuIn antisite~one per four-atom surfac
unit cell! under Cu-rich conditions;~ii ! the Cu vacancy~two
per surface cell! under Cu-poor conditions;~iii ! the defect-
free cation face,n-type which is metallic. Each of the thre
slabs~i!–~iii ! so defined has ten atomic layers and four ato
per layer, with the inner two layers frozen at the compu
bulk geometry and the top@~112!# four and bottom@(1̄1̄2̄)#
24130
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four fully relaxed. In the CuIn antisite case~i!, relaxations
were in thez direction, 20.17 Å for the three surface Cu
atoms and20.22 Å for the surface In, making the surfac
cations approximately coplanar with the top layer of anio
In the 2VCu case~ii ! of two Cu vacancies, the top In atom
are displaced downwards by 0.16 Å making them alm
coplanar with the top Se layer. There is also a displacem
of about 0.03 Å of the neighboring Se atoms towards the
vacancies. In all cases there were only slight displacem
of the bottom~anion! surface atoms from their bulk pos
tions. The In atoms in the layer just above the bottom rela
downwards by about 0.01 Å in each case, and all other
placements in the bottom half of the slab were less th
0.005 Å. The energy change per unit cell due to geome
relaxation was22.267 eV for the antisite cell~i!, 21.594 eV
for the Cu vacancy cell~ii ! and 20.928 eV for the defect-
free cell ~iii !.

Stability of Polar vs. Nonpolar Surfaces:Figure 1~b!
compares the energies of polar and nonpolar CIS surface
the chemical potential differencemCu2m In , extending from
Cu poor~left! to In poor ~right!. We plotted these formation
energies along the Se-rich stability linemSe50, noting that
along this linemCu1m In is constrained to equal our calcu
lated CIS heat of formation~21.725 eV per formula unit!
since mCu1m In12mSe must always equal that quantity i
chemical equilibrium. As noted above~viz. Fig. 2!, the com-
bined surface energies of the top and bottom faces of
polar slabs@which equal the surface formation energy of E
~1!# should be compared with the energy of an area of
nonpolar~110! surface that is 1.227 times smaller. Using t
relaxed ~110! surface energy density of 0.523 J/m2, the
equivalent~110! surface energy is thus 3.00 eV. Figure 1~b!

shows that~a! the defect-freepolar (112)/(1̄1̄2̄) facets are
much higher in energy than the nonpolar~110! surface, as is
the case in binary semiconductors@viz. Fig. 1~a!#. Similarly,
Wanderet al.,25 recently found that in ZnO the surface e
ergy density for the average of the defect-free anio
terminated plus cation-terminated polar surfaces about
times higher than that of the simplest nonpolar surface. T
is comparable to the ratio we found in CIS~1.4–2.0, depend-
ing on the band-gap correction!. However, the~b! introduc-
tion of ordered-defect reconstruction in CIS lowers the s
face formation energy of the polar (112)/(1̄1̄2̄) below that
of the nonpolar~110! over most of the attainable compositio
range, making the~110! surface thermodynamically unstab
with respect to (112)/(1̄1̄2̄) facet formation. When defect
at the (1̄1̄2̄) surface~such as Cu adatoms or InCu in the next
layer up!, are energetically favored then they will lower th
free energy of the polar facets even more, compared to
unfaceted~110! surface~Wanderet al.,25 gave experimenta
evidence that in ZnO the anion surface really is defect-fre!.

Our main finding that polar surfaces in chalcopyrites a
defect-stabilized to an extent that makes them thermo
namically preferred over the nonpolar surface has a num
of important implications: First, this explains the previous
puzzling result that the chalcopyrite cleavage plane is
polar face.26 Second, this explains the remarkable sponta
4-3
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ous formation of (112)1(1̄1̄2̄) microfacets of epitaxial po-
lar surfaces, as shown schematically in Fig. 2, when
attempts to grow nonpolar surfaces.16 Both results reflected
the intrinsic thermodynamic stability of the polar surface
Third, our result might explain the dramatic reduction
free-carrier density observed when growing the nomina
nonpolar chalcopyrite surface that reverts to (112)1(1̄1̄2̄)
polar microfacets:16,27The conditions for electrostatic stabi
ity require the surface defects considered here to be f
ionized, since otherwise they would not accomplish
needed charge neutralization of the polar surfaces. In par
lar, the electrostatic potential pushes the valence band
until it overlaps the acceptor defects at the~112! surface,
ionizing them and releasing holes. These holes howeve
not provide free carriers within the bulk of the sample,
they are confined electrostatically at or near the anion
face. If the latter also has an ordered-defect reconstruc
involving donors such as anion vacancies, these will exa
compensate the holes from the cation surface. In either c
the polar-faceted nonpolar plane is autocompensated by
equal areas of anion and cation facets leading to the obse
dramatic decrease in carrier density. Finally, we note that
insights gained here on the crucial role of introduction of lo
formation energy defects in reversing polar vs. nonpolar
bility may be helpful in designing polar-stable zincblen
structures via addition of suitable cation elements.
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In summary, we have shown that our calculation expla
the remarkable nonpolar-to-polar surface faceting transi
observed16,26in chalcopyrite semiconductors. The defect-fr
polar surface has a well-defined metallic11 electronic struc-
ture, but with too high a formation energy to compete w
the nonpolar surface. The analogous surface reconstruc
in binary zinc-blende semiconductors is energetica
unfavorable11 by a wide margin for any combination of su
face defects and at any attainable chemical potential. T
reflects the higher energy of all the native point defects av
able in binary compounds. The unique structure of chalco
rite polar surfaces is likely to have important consequen
for their electrical properties, including possible surface a
tocompensation due to the equal areas of anion and ca
facets.
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